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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGESS

So, here we are kicking off another year of CGIT! The girls are eager to find out what you have
in store for them and you are rested and ready. Well, you have the first few weeks planned,
anyway. After that… then what?
For many years I fell into the routine of looking for new and creative programming, spending
hours on the computer or my head in books looking for “the right” activity, and, basically,
reinventing the wheel year after year. Yes, there are times when you need to find something
updated and relevant for the girls’ needs, but in many cases… recycling works! Go back to
what you’ve done before. Every 5 years you have new girls who have not seen or been
involved in any of your past programming, so go back and present something what worked for
the girls… something they embraced and enjoyed.
First stop… past MIDDY MEDIA issues. They are a wonderful resource of games, programs,
worship/devotions, crafts, etc. Many have been tested and found to be something the girls
responded to and wanted to do again.
Do you have any The TORCH magazines in the back of the book shelf? They can be a great
resource. Granted, the old ones will be just that… old… but, use the theme, the concept, the
activities, update and tweak a little, and Ta-Da… you have a relevant and interesting program
for your girls.
I have gone back to these resources and been amazed that 40+ years ago the girls were
struggling with the same issues as today and leaders were looking for and creating programs
that would educate and guide the girls to understand, evaluate and make wise decisions.
So, we need not always struggle with going forward. We have the option to “go back” and use
what has already been laid out by leaders, who have gone before us, who saw the need and
did the work. What an honour to see the value of their research and planning, and take that
program into the future.
Have fun with your groups this year, ladies! And don’t stress it… just look back!!
Warm fuzzies,
Valerie Jenner

CONTACT TEAM REPORT
Welcome BACK to CGIT and Explorers!
Fall is my favourite season. I love all the burst of vibrant reds
and yellows mixed with the green, the crunch of the leaves under my feet and the crispness in the air.
Most of all, I love that I get to see the CGIT and Explorer girls after a summer apart. I look forward to
seeing the Explorer Graduates move up to CGIT and embrace new experiences, and I can’t wait to
meet new Explorers joining our group.
What do you do to welcome back your groups? How do you find ways to connect with each girl and
discover their uniqueness? Your Middy Media is jam packed with programs and ideas to help you kick
start your year. Dianne Woytovicz has stepped down as our Middy Media Editor this year. Thank you,
Dianne, for sharing your time and talents for the last 5 years, we all wish you well in your future
endeavours. Valerie Jenner [jjenner1@telusplanet.net] is returning to the Middy Media Editor position
and we are happy to have her experience and enthusiasm after a 5 year hiatus. Remember we are
always thrilled to receive your pictures and stories to include in the Middy Media. You have a wealth of
tried and true programs that other leaders would happily glean ideas from.
Your Contact Team strives to connect regularly with AB groups. Carrie Reid [carriereid@shaw.ca] our
Zone Contact Rep looks forward to touching base with you to discover just what you are up to with your
groups. Remember to get back to her in a timely manner, so she can share your news at our quarterly
CGIT Association Meetings. And yes, you are all invited to be a part of these meetings. Our next
Association meeting will be held at Camp Wohelo, following the Wohelo Women’s Weekend event Sept
16-18. Come for the weekend and join us for our meeting. We’d love to see you.
The start of the year also means there are a few “housekeeping” items to mention:


By now you should have received your Registration Package. Please return your registrations
and Pipeda forms to the office as soon as possible. Your registrations ensure your girls are
covered by the AB CGIT Association’s Insurance for any off site activities.



Please forward an updated Security Check. With the Volunteer letter provided in the
Registration Package, you should receive this check for free or at a nominal fee (which CGIT
will reimburse).

Have a great start to the year. Feel free to contact me anytime!
Brenda Stouffer [brenandgary@gmail.com]
Contact Team Coordinator

PROGRAM TEAM REPORTAA

You Fit In at CGIT!!

The first thing we said when we arrived... “Listen!” “No fish flies!” It was bound to be a great
weekend.
Alberta CGIT hosted a weekend Rally at Camp Wohelo on Pigeon Lake the weekend of
May 8-10, 2016. Friday night arrived to sunshine and 36 smiling faces. Girls came from
Grande Prairie, Drayton Valley, Trochu, Crossfield and Warburg. Along with their Leaders,
they drove into camp with music and laughter and a few hours of pent up energy to laugh and
sing the night away.
Our theme for the weekend was “Where Do You Fit In?” and we explored the ideas of how we
see ourselves, how we see others, celebrating our individuality as well as our connectedness.
The girls enjoyed a rousing game of ‘Stones’ in the Saturday afternoon heat, and after the
afternoon programming and supper still had lots of energy to run through the camp enjoying a
game of “Predators and Prey”. I have to say that I am REALLY glad I chose to be “food” and
not a “hunter”, although I think the leaders who were hunters had a lot of fun swinging those
pool noodles!
Ham and egg nests and taco salad were only a couple of the
yummy meals we enjoyed. Pajama Breakfast, Dress up Dinner
and trying to speak in rhymes made mealtime full of fun.
Camp wouldn’t be camp without singsongs around the fire pit... a
fire ban meant that the fire pit was only that... no fire for us, but we
hardly noticed with all of the action songs and favorites old and
new.

Although, for some it was the first time doing dishes for 40+ people (and for
a few, perhaps the first time doing dishes) but the girls were great sports
and pitched in to do their skippers mostly without complaint.
Creativity ran rampant in the Craft Cabin as CD Sun Catchers and Plastic
Tube Bracelets were made with paints and glitter and ribbon galore.
Vespers each evening brought us together to reflect on our theme and our
experiences together for the weekend, and Sunday Morning Worship
allowed the girls an opportunity to share how the Leaders have influenced them personally and
the leadership qualities they have instilled in the girls.
As we packed up the cars on Sunday, there were hugs and good-byes, a lot less rambunctious
noise than Friday night’s arrival, but still lots of smiles and best of all, the shouts of “see ya
next year!”

On Going Work:
As always, there is work to be done as we carry on with the year to year goals and
commitments of providing programming for the groups and the program at large.
The evaluations from our weekend rally mostly suggested more of everything... including
sleep, basically asking for more hours in the day. That is a tough one to accomplish, but
they also gave us some great suggestions to make the next weekend event even better, so we
look forward to creating another weekend so… stay tuned.
We are working hard to “upgrade” the New Leader’s Package to include helpful resources for a
new leader getting a group started. If you have any suggestions on what you think would be
helpful to include, please let us know and we will consider adding it to the package.
As we mentioned in the last Middy Media, we are working on updating the Leaders Resource
Manual. As this work continues we may be asking for your input into some of the sections.
Barbara Shanahan
Program Team Coordinator

ZONE CONTACT REPORT
Hard to believe the summer months have rolled along and here we are thinking and getting
organized for the up and coming CGIT/Explorer year! I hope you managed to have some down
time this summer to enjoy the weather and times with family and friends. I have to wait for my
holidays, they are in September, but all will be worth it. Not sure I liked the rainy summer in
Alberta, so hoping for a beautiful fall and winter :o)
I would like to acknowledge those girls from Explorers and CGIT who have graduated. We
wish the girls, who are joining a CGIT group from Explorers, more years of fun, food and
meeting new friends along the way. To the wonderful young ladies who have finished their time
with CGIT and move onto new adventures we, as an Association, wish you all the best and
hope you continue to keep CGIT alive in whatever comes your way!

Explorer Graduates
Lethbridge

Grande Prairie

Avery Hamilton
Yerin Kim
Allison Krywolt

Janet Davis
Kodi Harty
Devyn Waldie
Sophia Lamb

CGIT Graduates
Grande Prairie
Marissa Wearmouth

Taber
Taisha Ferguson
Toni Megyes
Morgan Hirch

Drayton Valley
Emma Snow

Lethbridge
Unfortunately, no report

I wish all our groups a wonderful year as we explore becoming the Girls and Women God
would have us be.
Namaste- Carrie

… Our Middy Media Editor, Dianne Woytovicz, resigned:
She was originally from Drayton Valley, but, after marrying, moved to Colorado. She edited and
contributed to the Middy Media for 5 years and we thank her for all she did to ensure our newsletter
continued as a resource to all CGIT and Explorer leaders in Alberta. THANK YOU, DIANNE!!

… Also leaving the Alberta CGIT fold is Carol Genert, leader/superintendent of the
group in Taber. She writes:
Growing up I never attended CGIT except for a few times with a girlfriend in Vauxhall, Alberta.
In May of 1995, while attending a Taber Knox United Church Sunday school picnic with my
family, I was approached by Lesley Crassweller. She asked me if I'd consider leading CGIT. I
said I'd have to give up teaching Sunday school and give it some thought.
I wound up leading CGIT for 20 years, with a brief retirement in between.
I've had the privilege to lead many girls through my years of leading . Our group went from 30
plus to as small as 3. I'm proud to say that 2 of those 3 young women came back as leaders
and are still with group.
I've made friendships with leaders that if not for CGIT I would likely never have connected in
such a way.
I'm going to miss the girls and watching them grow through their years of CGIT. I'll miss the
leaders and sharing in everything that is CGIT.
I'm not sure how I'll spend my Monday nights yet but I know that I'll be thinking about the group
and wondering what they're up to.
Warm Fuzzies, Carol Genert

… Dianne Nikiforuk, from Drayton Valley, celebrated 45 years of
leading CGIT!!
Amazing milestone, Dianne, and we can’t thank you enough for putting all
that volunteer energy and commitment into CGIT!

… Also celebrating a leader milestone, Grande Prairie Leader, Brenda Stouffer.
She hit 40 years of leading CGIT and Explorers. She lead CGIT for several years and then switched to
the Explorer group. Over the years, many of her Explorer girls moved up to CGIT.

… Our next AB CGIT Association General Meeting is
Sunday, September 18 at Camp Wohelo.
This meeting will be held after the Women’s Weekend event.
No definite time – will gather after lunch when campers have headed home.
Best scenario? Join the ladies for Women’s Weekend and stay for the Association meeting!!

… November General Meeting of AB CGIT Association:
Saturday, November 5th in Calgary.
Email – Valerie at cgit@telus.net for time and place.

… NATIONAL CGIT WEEK is October 16 – October 23rd
Celebrate this event by taking your group to church on one or both of the Sundays.
Wear your middies and be involved in the Service in some way. Check with your Minister or
Worship Committee and ask where your group can participate… read scripture, do children’s time,
sing a song, take offering, be greeters or serve coffee afterward. So many options!!
Please use the CGIT WEEK flyer, in this issue, for your Church bulletin board.

… What happened to the periods in C.G.I.T.?
In keeping with the style change of the time, the National CGIT Association voted to eliminate the
periods in our initials. Therefore, as of 1988, the periods were dropped and we became CGIT.

… There are 6 CGIT Regions across Canada?
There are six independent Regions in Canada:
Provincial CGIT Board of BC, Alberta CGIT Association, Saskatchewan CGIT Committee, Manitoba
CGIT Association, Ontario CGIT Association, and Maritime Regional CGIT Committee. There was also
a Newfoundland/Labrador Region, but with no groups it amalgamated with the Maritime Committee a
few years ago. There was also a Quebec Region, however, there has been no representation from that
region for many years.
There was also a National CGIT Association which governed all the Regions across Canada. It was felt
the Regions were willing and capable of leading their own associations and committees, so National
disbanded in the early ‘90’s. Their funds were distributed among the Regions, according to
membership, and their one stipulation was that the Regions remain in contact with each other. They
gladly agreed and have a Regional meeting every two years.

A “LOOK BACK”…

The TORCH
A Magazine for Leaders of Canadian Girls In Training
Editor’s Note: This is the earliest issue of The TORCH magazine I could find
and is from April 1930. IRemember the language, phrases and references
are all indicative of that era. This is “looking WAY back”!

PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS:
“Suitable for Country Groups” by Mrs. A.H. Sperry, Petite Riviere, Nova Scotia ( In part)
Dear Mildred,
I am delighted to learn that you are beginning to feel at home in Green Meadows. You will ove it
dearly as you know the people better though the life is so different from the one you led in the busy
town which was you home before you married Jack.
I am so glad that you took over the leadership of that C.G.I.T. group when Mrs. Winslow moved
away. You ask for program suggestion – “something suitable for country groups.”
Well, my dear, I will try to pass on to you some ideas that have proved workable in other rural
communities.
In your tree shaded village, there is wonderful opportunity for bird study. Why not start at once, as
our feathered friends are beginning to arrive from their sojourn in the South…. As so many species will
be found in your village, suggest that each girl adopt a bird family for observation, choosing one which
nests near her home. Let her jot down a description of its marking, habits, call, song, and account of it
next building… time the mother bird sits on eggs, date of hatching, and date the young leave the nest.
By exercising caution, snapshots may be taken at different periods, and the information written up and
presented at group meeting after observation is concluded.
A fine devotional period for this meeting might be built up around that Scripture passage in Matt.
10:29-31…
… Why not hve the girls prepared a program on “How We May Cherish Health”? the members can
give three-minute talks on the care of the teeth, avoidance of eye strain, the importance of free
elimination of body waste [Editor’s note: Say what?], need of correct posture, and precautions to use for
prevention of colds. Miss Nelson, the nurse who is visiting in Green Meadows, might give the group a
First Aid demonstration.
Our group enjoyed a program on pottery one evening, when each member brought a piece of china,
Limoge, Royal Daulton, Coalport and Wedgewood being among the varieties shown. They told
something of place and methods of manufacture, showing picture of same whin it could be secured.
The National geographic Magazine frequently rewards the seeker for such illustrations. It is a gold mine
for a C.G.I.T. leader…
… Why not interest the group in needlework. Let each girl bring unbleached cotton for an apron.
Have a committee appointed to help you cut and stamp these [iron on transfer], and then teach the girls
simple embroidery stitches to use in working them…
… You will affiliate with the Women’s Missionary Society [UCW] in your church of course.

Invite the members of the W.M.S. to meet with the group occasionally, and use dramatizations of
incidents in study book… with appropriate music. An interesting program for a united gathering of this
sort might be found on A Cup of Tea. Let the group serve tea and wafers made of Puffed Rice to the
guests…
….. Summer will soon be here. Why not plan a holiday breakfast on that beach near your home?
Afterward have a quiet half-hour, using the story of Jesus preparing the breakfast for his fishermendisciples, (John 21:4-17). Wouldn’t the hymn “Break Thou the bread of life, dear Lor to me” fit in
beautiful at that time?
Some evening next winter, after a heavy snowstorm, when the girls plough through the drifts to your
home for the mid-week meeting, let one read a short sketch of Whittier’s life, and others give readings
from his beautiful poem, “Snow Bound”. As a ey note for the devotional perios, use the text “Praise the
Lord, snow and vapor, stormy wind fulfilling His word”, and close with the prayer “Wash me, and I shall
be whiter than snow”.
With your musical gifts, I need say nothing about the importance of music in a girl’s life. No doubt
you have learned many songs together ere this. Probably you will teach them to read music at sight,
which would be a wonderful help…
… An activity greatly enjoyed by the girls is a Kitchen Night, when after the business and devotional
periods, the group adjourns to the kitchen, finding there recipes with explicit directions for making suc
things a biscuits, a simple salad, crop cakes and cocoa. In couple they make these, though it would be
wise for the leader to see to the oven temperature when baking time comes.
Meet at the home of dear old Mrs. Gray some evening. As you know she is confined to a wheel
chair. If the girls carried out a bright program, with a sing song of old airs, and left her a basket of
goodies, it would delight her lonely heart.
You say the girls want to have something public right away, why not let the group invite the
congregation to a social in the Sunday School Hall, and put on a few good charades, shadow pictures
illustrating a well-known poem, have a few group games, and simple refreshments? You could have
some well-known songs to close, in which all may join.
Some subjects for group study to be given consideration by our Program Connitte next week are –
The romance of The telephone, The Evolution of The Automobile, Salt, Our Standby, and The History
of Shoes and Gloves. We are also preparing an Easter service to be given jointly with the W.M.S.
You say you do not know where to look for program suggestions. Why Mildred, look everywhere!
Those papers and magazines which I saw on you living room table last month teem with material which
may prove grist for the C.G.I.T. mill. Be constantly on the watch for suggestions as you read, and do
not say that leaders of country groups are at a disadvantage. Love that little poem of Leonora Speyer’s,
and especially the last verse –
“Sky, be my depth,
Wind, be my width and my height,
World, be my heart’s span,
Loneliness, wings for my flight.”
Loneliness, in your case, may mean opportunity for you to range far afield by the medium of study,
and gather riches to lavish upon that group of eater girls.
As ever, your friend,
May Coffin Sperry

Continuing our “LOOK BACK”…

SHARING SHEET IDEAS - May 1970
Editor’s Note: This is the oldest list from Alberta Leaders I could find. Leaders were encouraged, at the
end of the year, to provide a list of their activities which were then compiled and shared with other
leaders. This handy list provided a host of new ideas! Not sure what some are… maybe you do!

SERVICE
Visit Children’s Diagnostic Centre
Shoe-shine… proceeds to Biafra (was a
state in Nigeria) relief… planted tulips and
cleaned church yard… sold Amsterdam pen
sets… canvassed for the Blind… mended
hymnbooks… donated to Cup of Milk
fund… helped at Nursing Home open
house… cleaned and repaired toys for
SS… Oxfam march… cleaned collection
plates… UNICEF… housecleaning bee in
community… adopted widowed
grandmothers… collected rags for sale –
proceeds to purchase items for disaster kits
for Red Cross… Easter hamper… took
disabled children to the show each month…
collected used toys for needy… put on
Sunday night folk service.. candlelight
service at old folks’ home… scrapbook for
hospital.. adopted girl from Hong Kong…
painted SS chairs… canvassed for Heart
Fund… Red Cross swabs… Christmas
carolling

OTHER IDEAS:
Sold - Church calendars… nuts, candy,
chocolates… popcorn balls… praying
hands pins…

Ushered at Church… booth for curling
bonspiel… Strawberry Tea… Daffodil
Tea… Valentine’s Tea… car wash… hosted
Christmas Light tour & sleeping party…
babysitting course… visited other
denominations… washed windows after
Halloween… hairdressing/personal
grooming… collage for Christmas Vesper…
community service project guest speaker

CRAFTS:
Basket weaving… smocking cushions…
pictures in plywood… Christmas
stockings… burlap flowers… waste
baskets… paper flowers… napkin rings…
salmon tin pin cushions… soap bubbles…
jewellery… crib quilt for hospital… knitted
slippers for mothers… afghan… dippy glass
flowers… pillows… shoe bags… burnt
match crosses… puppets… tray favors…
foam bunnies… wool dogs… tote bags for
disabled… CGIT notebooks… CGIT
medallions from clay dough… nylon net
Christmas trees… yarn octopi… snack
pigs… pretzel pups… foil bells… soap
dogs… Easter eggs… nylon net Christmas
trees… liquid embroidery… Christmas
wreaths… candles… stools (tires spray
painted and cushion to cover top)… painted

vases… pant/stocking holders (quilted
material, lace and coat hanger)

“Looking Back” some more…

EFFECTIVE LEADERS
PARTIES:
Pyjama… hay ride… Hawaii… Valentine…
bowling… skating… tobogganing…
potluck… Father/Daughter Bowl… Fun
Night… campout..
Talent Night… wiener roast… Monk’s
supper…
Pizza party… fashion show… Penny
carnival and casserole supper… bake
night… progressive supper

VARIOUS PROJECTS:
Evaluated CGIT Purpose, name & middy…
studied Judaism – film, visited synagogue,
brunch, cultural hour… discussed conflicts
among teens – films “Phoebe” & “The
Shattered Silence”… film – “Circle of the
Sun”… studied bilingualism… filmstrip set –
Parent/Teen relationships… film/discussion
– Hutterites… India… speaker/slides – Turk
Island… Nurse speaker – mental health…
Awareness – used TORCH, Gleam and
program packet… “Let’s Talk it Over”…
social worker speaker – Freedom… study
of religions… collages – mission study…
Crossroads… filmstrip – Indian Society…
panel on drugs… Worship – meaning &
purpose… Bible study – Genesis
What fun to “look back” and see what
was accomplished in the groups and,
perhaps, see what we can “borrow” and
use today!

Adapted from “Discipleship Journal” by Becky Brodin

… Tolerate Diversity:
Surround yourself with people who think
differently from you. Listen to others who
have different values and views. Build an
environment where the girls feel safe to be
themselves and can honestly express their
perceptions.
… Develop people, not programming:
Spend time getting to know each girl.
Provide the support, direction and supplies
the girls need to do their jobs. Let them
solve their own problems. Affirm their
contributions.
… Make Decisions:
This involves taking risks and making hard
choices. When you avoid making a
decision, it’s usually because of fear of risk.
Face the fear, take the risk, make the
decision and lead.
… Welcome Feedback:
Listen to the girls’ concern and take action
on their behalf.
… Care about the girls:
The girls feel valued when they’re trusted,
and given responsibility, and have
somewhere to go for encouragement.
Something to think about!
First printed in the Middy Media,
August 1998

EMPHASIS
ON
EXPLORERS
Getting to Know You Activities:
 All About Me Sheets: Early in the year bring a camera and take each girls picture.
Have each girl complete an “All About Me” page and make a feature wall for everyone to get to
know each other by. I’ve included an example sheet below. Ask questions about family and
school, favorite subjects, foods, colors, pet info, best vacation, favorite family activity… use your
imagination. These are fun for parents to see on initiation night too!
 Brainstorming night: Within the first few weeks spend ½ an hour just having the girls throw out
ideas for activities for the coming year. We’ve had backwards day and crazy hair days, guest
speakers (vet, woman’s shelter staff), Drama nights and sleepovers. You’ll be surprised with what
they come up with – there are always more ideas than weeks available!
 How about a start-up wiener roast? - you could utilize someone’s back yard fire pit or even better,
head to a park where you can incorporate the gathering of fall leaves for a thanksgiving project later
on.

Fun & Games:
FRUIT BASKET:
Here’s a new twist on an old favourite.
Have slips of paper with the names of fruit (animals, vegetables – choose a topic) enough for each girl
to choose one fruit. Have Explorers sit on chairs spread out around the room.
1 person is “it”, she walks in and out of the chairs calling the names of fruits. If your fruit is called you
must follow behind the leader as she wanders the room.
If the leader calls out “THE BASKET IS FULL” all remaining players must leave their chairs and join in
the line.
When the leader call out “THE BASKET IS EMPTY”… everyone scrambles to find a chair.
Last person standing is the new leader.

Crafts:
Candy Cane Mice:
Mouse How-To
On a photocopier, enlarge mice template by 150 percent;
cut out. With a pencil, trace ears and body onto felt; cut out.
Cut inner ears and a dot for a nose from felt in a contrasting
color, cut dots for eyes from black. Glue the face and inner
ears in place. Make slits in body for ears and candy-cane
tail where marked; to make cutting easier, fold felt across
center of slits, and snip. Slip ears through slits at front; then
slide wrapped candy cane through body slits, tucking the
end underneath the ear piece at the back.
http://images.marthastewart.com/images/content/web/pdfs/2003/kids_holiday03_candy_cane_mice_te
mplate.pdf
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Yummy Snacks:

It seems that food and fun go hand in hand with youth. Sometimes we get into a rut with cookies, cake
or junk food for snack time. I’ve found that often the girls are thrilled with fruit or veggie trays. Try
these yummy alternatives to fruit kabobs!

Banana Split Bites
Ingredients

3 Bananas
1/4 lb Cored Pineapple
6 Strawberries

1 cup Dipping Chocolate
1/4 cup Chopped Peanuts
12 Popsicle Sticks (or skewers)
Instructions

Cut strawberries in half.
For each strawberry half, cut an equal size
piece of banana and pineapple.
Place pineapple on first, then banana and
lastly strawberry.

Discussion Starter:
Rush Rush:
Give each girl a small rock.
In a bag, place eight different-size things such as a stuffed animal or a shoe. Have girls form a circle
and hold their rock. Take the items out of the bag one at a time and pass them to the girl to your left.
Pass the items around the circle. Tell girls not to drop their rocks, but to keep the items moving.
Afterward, Ask:
“Was it easy or difficult to hold on to your rock while passing things? Do you ever feel like you’re having
to juggle a lot of things in real life? Explain. How do you feel when you’re juggling so many things?”
Read aloud Luke 10:38-42. Ask:
“If our rocks represent spending time with God, how are these other items like things that distract us
from time with God? What are some things that distract you or keep you from spending time with God?”

Craft: Quiet Rocks
Hand out fine-tip permanent markers. Have everyone write on their rock one thing that distracts them
from spending time with God. Encourage the girls to carry their rock in their pocket or purse, or put it in
their room. Tell them to use their rock as a reminder to shut out distractions and spend time with God
each day.
Snack:
You’ll need: Bread, butter, a knife, and honey.
While kids spread the butter and honey on their bread, Ask:
“Which is more nourishing-honey or bread?”
Say:
“The Bible says that Jesus is the bread of life. Jesus can feed our souls if we spend time with him.”
Busy bees make honey. Honey is sweet but not very nourishing. Being busy doesn’t feed our souls.
Ask: “How can you spend more time with Jesus, the bread of life, this week?”
Close in prayer, asking Jesus to help the girls spend quality time with him.
Adapted from Children’sMinistry.com

WHERE IS YOUR
CGIT MIDDY?

Join us in Celebrating

NATIONAL

CGIT WEEK
October 16th – 23rd, 2016
ALBERTA CGIT
ASSOCIATION
5720 Lodge Crescent SW,
Calgary AB T3E 5Y7
Ph: (780) 532-2947
Email: cgit@telus.net

CGIT & Alumnae,
Wear you MIDDY and/or
TIE or LANYARD
to church on these Sundays

Share your memories.
Let your congregation know that
CGIT is a great group!!

